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READINGS
ØGoodwin-Gill	Oxford	UP	companion	website
ØRefworld:	http://www.refworld.org/docid/3be01b964.html
1. Goodwin-Gill,	Ch1:	The	Refugee	in	International	Law	(pp.	1-

14);
2. United	Nations	Refugee	Convention	1951 (begin);	Refworld
• Bring	your	reading	journal	(annotated	bibliography)	to	class	
with	thesis,	key	points	&	analysis

• Question: “Basic	instruments”	or	hard/soft	law?	Policy?	
Organizational	entities?



CHAPTER 1. 
LAST TIME: GLOBAL TRENDS



CH I. LAST TIME: GLOBAL TRENDS
Why study the international legal dimensions to 
the movement of peoples? 
Many	reasons…
• People	on	the	move	today	in	unprecedented	numbers—not	seen	
since	WWII	and	Refugee	Convention	in	1951:	65M	displaced;	21M	
refugees;	most	kids

• Developing	World/Global	South is	shouldering	burden	in	hosting	
nations	and	sending	nations

• Globalization	&	transportation/information	revolutions	made	
these	questions	inevitable.

• Migration	has	always	been	a	preoccupation	of	the	IC—since	the	
UN	Charter,	as	important	as	peace,	security,	territorial	integrity

• Getting	migration	right	defines	the	governance	strength	of	a	
state—sovereign	integrity	





Why the mobility? Proximate & long-term causes? 
Causes indicate potential solution areas…

ØConflict & postconflict transition
ØPersecution, Oppression
ØEconomics
ØClimate change
ØGovernance & repression
ØLack of rule of law 
ØGlobalization: economic integration, information & 

transportation revolutions 



Ch 2. What role can law and policy play? 
Why interdisciplinarity?
1. Rule-based approach	to	stubborn	social	
problems

2. Public	policy	recognizes	certain	problems	
impact	everyone—some	obviously	worse—
hence,	we	need	a	collective	action	solution.

3. Need	social	scientific	perspectives	&	empirical	
basis,	data	for	best	laws	&	policies.

4. Without	these	tools,	migration	dynamics	can	get	
worse—security,	development	&	humanitarian	
implications.









CHAPTER 2. 
Ok, if law is pivotal—what is it? Which 

law? Why & how does it help?

ØKey Definitions



Law =	System	of	
rules	designed,	
developed,	and	
enforced	
through	
government	
institutions	to	
regulate	
individual	&	
social	behavior	



Structure3 forms of traditional law-making 
in Western societies:

1. Legislators à Legislation à resulting in statutes
2. Executive-made law: regulations, administrative law, 

executive orders
3. Judge-made law: precedent, case law

§Common law systems: precedent as binding
§ Civil law systems (legislature codifies, centralizes) e.g., EU, Canon law 

4. Criminal & Civil law:
§ Conduct considered harmful to society, social order, can result in criminal 

punishment, guilt, imprisonment 
§ Resolution of disputes between individuals and organizations, victim compensation 

vs. punishment for crimes 



Definitions:
1. International Law: Rule-based systems 
governing relations between states:
§States-made law
§Framework for international relations
§Generally, consent-based governance (global governance)—state 

not obligated to abide by rules unless expressly consented to a 
particular code of conduct

2. Source? Where defined?
• Long predates UN Charter (1945), but a good place to see formalized IL
• ICJ/World Court, Peace Palace, The Hague, Netherlands (all 193 parties)







Sources of International Law:
1. Treaties between States: source of 

obligation under law
2. Custom: Customary international law & peremptory norms 

(jus cogens) derived from the practice of States (overriding 
principles of IL from which no derogation is ever permitted)

3. General principles of law recognized by 
civilized nations; and as a subsidiary means for the 
determination of rules of international law

4. Judicial decisions and the writings of the most highly 
qualified publicists



Sources of IL: Art. 38, Statute of International Court of Justice
The Statute of the International Court of 
Justice integral part of UN Charter as specified 
by Ch. 14 (Charter) which established ICJ. The 
statute's chapters are:
•Chapter I: Organization of the Court (Articles 2 - 33)
•Chapter II: Competence of the Court (Articles 34 -
38)
•Chapter III: Procedure (Articles 39 - 64)
•Chapter IV: Advisory Opinions (Articles 65 - 68)
•Chapter V: Amendment (Articles 69 & 70)



Treaties between States:
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (Vienna 23 May 
1969):
• "Treaty“: international agreement concluded between States 

in written form and governed by international law, whether 
embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related 
instruments and whatever its particular designation

• Agreements, Conventions, Exchanges of Notes, 
Protocols—main source of IL (States/IGOs)

•Why	binding	on	States	parties?	A	rule	of	customary	IL	– pacta
sunt servanda (agreements	must	be	kept)– which	requires	all	
States	to	honor	their	treaties.	Sources	of	obligation	under	law.	





Custom: Customary international law & 
peremptory norms (jus cogens) derived from the 
practice of States
•Oldest source of IL—rules binding upon states
•Not a written source (unlike treaties)
•E.g. requiring States to grant immunity to visiting 

head of State
•2 elements:

1. Widespread and consistent State practice (settled)
2. Opinio Juris: a belief in legal obligation/duty



‘Not	only	must	the	acts	concerned	be	a	settled	practice,	but	they	
must	also	be	such,	or	be	carried	out	in	such	a	way,	as	to	be	evidence	
of	a	belief	that	this	practice	is	rendered	obligatory	by	the	existence	
of	a	rule	requiring	it.	…	The	States	concerned	must	feel	that	they	
are	conforming	to	what	amounts	to	a	legal	obligation.’	(North	Sea	
Continental	Shelf cases,	ICJ	Reps,	1969,	p.	3	at	44)	
‘In	order	to	deduce	the	existence	of	customary	rules,	the	Court	
deems	it	sufficient	that	the	conduct	of	States	should	in	general	be	
consistent	with	such	a	rule;	and	that	instances	of	State	conduct	
inconsistent	with	a	given	rule	should	generally	have	been	treated	
as	breaches	of	that	rule,	not	as	indications	of	the	recognition	of	a	
new	rule.’	(ICJ	in	Nicaragua	ICJ	Reps,	1986,	p.	3	at	98.)	

ICJ	opinions



STATE: KEY UNIT OF INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM
1. With Peace of Westphalia (1648), from 17-19th centuries European 

development of concept of sovereign “nation-state”: why?
2. Sovereign state under IL: juridical entity represented by one 

central government w/ sovereignty over geographic area & 
boundaries.

3. In IL sovereign states have 4 features: regular/permanent 
population, defined territory & boundaries, one government; 
capacity to enter into state relations: 1933 Montevideo Convention 
on the Rights and Duties of States

4. Sovereign—not dependent nor subjected to any other power or 
state.



HISTORY, INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM, UNITS

v The state as a person of international law should possess 
the following qualifications: (a) a permanent population; (b) 
a defined territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to 
enter into relations with the other states.

v Nation (cultural entity) + State (political entity)
v Nationalism—defined often by ethnicity, language, 

cultural heritage, ancestry 
v Civic definitions of belonging—US (not “race,” 

ethnicity).



CHAPTER 3. Our Areas of Law



STRUCTURE OF IL & REFUGEE LAW
•PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW:	Law	between	sovereign	
nation	states	in	contexts	of	war,	peace,	security,	
and	protection	of	territories	(UN	Charter,	1948).	

•INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION LAW:	International	law	
that	governs	the	movement	of	people	between	
sovereign	states.

•INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE &	ASYLUM LAW:	Governs	
forced	migration	and	displacement	



Public International Law

1951 United Nations Convention Relating to the Status 
of Refugees 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of 

Refugees

International humanitarian law
International human rights law

International criminal law

Other instruments (Torture, Smuggling)

Regional Law

Domestic Law

Soft Law; UNHCR

Private	International	Law

Conflict	of	laws



INTERNATIONAL LAW:

International	Law:	Rules	&	principles	governing	relations	
between	sovereign	states.	Scope	expanded	to	include	
relations	between	states,	international	organizations,	and	
individuals.	Public	and	private	international	law	(conflicts	of	
law)	eroding.	

Domains:	International	economic	law	(trade,	finance);	
security	law;	criminal	law;	environmental	law;	diplomatic	law;	
humanitarian	law	(IHL)	laws	of	war;	human	rights	law	(IHRL).



INTERNATIONAL LAW:
Sources:	Customary	law	(consistent	state	practice	+	opinio	juris	or	
sense	of	legal	obligation,	codified	in	Vienna	Convention	on	the	Law	
of	Treaties);	Conventions	or	treaties,	international	agreements	by	
contracting	parties	following	IL	basic	standards	of	international	
conduct	by	member	states	under	UN	Charter);	jurisprudence;	
general	principles	common	to	systems	of	national	law	(secondary	
source	of	international	law).	
Peremptory	norms	(jus	cogens),	permitting	no	derogation.	
Consent-based	governance



INTERNATIONAL LAW:
Treaty:	formal	agreement	between	sovereign	states	in	writing;	
central	to	the	conduct	of	international	relations:	Treaties	of	
Westphalia	(1648),	foundation	of	the	modern	state	system;	Treaty	
of	Paris	(1814),	defined	the	end	of	the	Napoleonic	era;	Versailles	
Treaty	(1919),	informed	world	leaders	how	not	to	secure	postwar	
peace;	modern	system	of	world	trade	in	1948	General	Agreement	
on	Tariffs	and	Trade;	1995	Marrakesh	agreement	creating	the	
World	Trade	Organization;	post–World	War	II	security	
arrangements	1949	North	Atlantic	Treaty	and	1955	Warsaw	Pact;	
1960s	human	rights	treaties	creating	the	“rights	revolution.”
Agreement,	protocol,	covenant,	pact,	etc.



CHAPTER 4. 
REFUGEE CONVENTION 1951 & 

1967 PROTOCOL



INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION LAW (IOM):
§No	comprehensive	legal	instrument	or	framework	governs	migration,	a	set	of	
legal	rules	constrain,	regulate,	and	channel	state	authority	over	migration.	

§ Rules	created	via	state-to-state	relations,	negotiations	&	practice
§ Framework	for	cooperative	migration	governance:	Reflects	primarily	the	
interests	of	states,	their	nationals	and	interstate	relations

§Non-binding	instruments	and	multilateral	and	bilateral	treaties
§ There	are	customs
§ Recognition	of	human	rights	of	migrants	and	need	for	HR	promotion	and	
protection	by	states

§ IGO:	International	Organization	for	Migration	(IOM)	1951	migration	
management	frameworks	(160+	member	states).



UDHR	1948







II. Legal Definition of Refugee
Art. 1 of the Convention as amended by 1967 Protocol:

“A person who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted 
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his 
nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail 
himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a 
nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual 
residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such 
fear, is unwilling to return to it.”



Art	1.	A-F.	Definitions	
(Exclusions)
Art	2.	Obligations	
(beginning	with	the	
refugee	to	national	laws)
Art.3 Non-discrimination
Art.	4 Religion:	“treatment
at	least	as	favourable as	
that	accorded	to	their	
nationals	with	respect	to
freedom	to	practice…”





Chapter	1.









Chapter 5. Theories of IR à IL



WALT: IR/GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES

International	relations	(IR):	systematic	study	of	international	
politics,	geopolitics,	and	actors	(states,	IGOs,	NGOs,	MNC)—how	
entities	relate	to	one	another	in	terms	of	power	and	the	world	
systems	created	as	a	result.
Is	the	world	unraveling?	3	views:	Reductions	in	global	poverty,	great	
power/interstate	war,	scientific	advances,	information	&	education	
revolutions…
Realism	redux:	Geopolitics	can	be	scientifically	studied	(positivist)	in	
recurring	patterns	with	continuities	established	by	power,	anarchy,	
lack	of	world	governance,	and	security	competition	&	rise	of	
nonstate	actors	(states	rivalry/proxy	games).



WALT: IR/GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES: CONT.
Realism	redux:	WWII	1945	forward—(democratic)	peace,	prosperity	
(western),	Cold	War	bipolarity	(US/USSR)	&	nuclear	deterrence	
ironically	tamped	down	on	conflict,	reigned	in	USSR	&	other	bad	
actors,	EU,	etc.	[Thucydides,	EH	Carr,	Morgenthau,	Kenneth	Walz]	
Results:	Growing	democracy	(until	2000,	Diamond	2015/16);	
economic	interdependence	(globalization)	&	international	trade,	Pax
Americana	(security	umbrella,	western	hemisphere+),	liberal	order	&	
international	law	(impunity,	cooperation,	global	governance)—but	
all	is	fraying:	robust	democracies	are	fragile,	no	common	enemy,	
European	countries	won’t	fight	to	defend	their	systems/values,	
Brexit—and	migration?





WALT: IR/GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES: CONT.
Liberal	resilience?	International	system	not	anarchic	in	negative	
sense—states,	as	key	actors,	can	share	interests,	cooperate,	create	
common	norms,	rules,	and	institutions	stressing	interdependence;	
exemplar	in	free	markets	and	economic	neoliberalism	(Hedley	Bull,	
Adam	Smith,	Immanuel	Kant	harnessing	individual	self-interest	to	
promote	social	welfare;	Woodrow	Wilson	mutual	gain	from	
cooperation	in	light	of	severe	destructiveness	of	war).
Results:	Liberal,	rules-based	order,	w/	US	protection	&	benevolence—
but	democracies	in	retreat, authoritarian	tendencies	rising,	freedom	in	
decline	(Freedom	House 105	states	in	10	years).	From	a	long	view	
human	rights	expanding	&	democracy	comes	in	waves—each	wave	is	
bigger	(Huntington	1991)…



WALT: IR/GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES: CONT.
Liberal	results:	Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	“the	arc	of	history	is	long,	but	it	
bends	toward	justice.”	Powerful	secular	forces	inclining	world	toward	
liberal	ideals	and	institutions,	growth	of	literacy,	greater	economic	
development	&	interdependence,	overall	superior	economic	
performance	of	representative	governments.	Post-WWII	liberal	order	
will	not	fail—no	descend	back	into	19th-century	power	politics.
Radical	Uncertainty:	Geopolitics	is	regularized,	patterned,	driven	by	
powerful	structural	forces—not	chaotic:	but	what	about	an	accidental	
view	of	geopolitics?	Black	swan	events,	contagion	behavior	toward	
new	ideologies,	catastrophic	natural	disasters,	pandemics,	nuclear	
incident,	critical	mass	of	failed	states…



WALT: IR/GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES: CONT.
Realism	redux:	WWII	1945	forward—(democratic)	peace,	prosperity	
(western),	Cold	War	bipolarity	(US/USSR)	&	nuclear	deterrence	
ironically	tamped	down	on	conflict,	reigned	in	USSR	&	other	bad	
actors,	EU,	etc.	[Thucydides,	EH	Carr,	Morgenthau,	Kenneth	Walz]	
Results:	Growing	democracy	(until	2000,	Diamond	2015/16);	
economic	interdependence	(globalization)	&	international	trade,	Pax
Americana	(security	umbrella,	western	hemisphere+),	liberal	order	&	
international	law	(impunity,	cooperation,	global	governance)—but	
all	is	fraying:	robust	democracies	are	fragile,	no	common	enemy,	
European	countries	won’t	fight	to	defend	their	systems/values,	
Brexit—and	migration?



WALT: IR/GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES: CONT.
Realism	redux:	WWII	1945	forward—(democratic)	peace,	prosperity	
(western),	Cold	War	bipolarity	(US/USSR)	&	nuclear	deterrence	
ironically	tamped	down	on	conflict,	reigned	in	USSR	&	other	bad	
actors,	EU,	etc.	[Thucydides,	EH	Carr,	Morgenthau,	Kenneth	Walz]	
Results:	Growing	democracy	(until	2000,	Diamond	2015/16);	
economic	interdependence	(globalization)	&	international	trade,	Pax
Americana	(security	umbrella,	western	hemisphere+),	liberal	order	&	
international	law	(impunity,	cooperation,	global	governance)—but	
all	is	fraying:	robust	democracies	are	fragile,	no	common	enemy,	
European	countries	won’t	fight	to	defend	their	systems/values,	
Brexit—and	migration?



OTHER GEOPOLITICAL THEORIES?
Marxism:	conflict	of	classes	(Global	North/South)	&	dependency	
theories
Constructivism:	perceptions	and	ideological	frameworks	(and	
clashes)	play	a	role	in	the	world	system;	role	of	religion



Chapter 6. Addendum UDHR


















